Let us take a simple direct summand ^ of ^, and let ^ be its complementary direct summand. Denote by ^(Jf) and ^(^) the projected images of ^ in Jf and j^, respectively. Let us further pur ^(Jf)= C}^Wp, ^)== H^OP. ^'= ^W©^Q and ^== ^(Jf)©^), P P where P runs over all prime ideals of A of height 1, the subscript " P " indicates the localization at P and the intersection is taken in Jf and ^/, respectively. Then, the module yT=^/^' has only finitely many elements; i.e., pseudo-null, and (0. 5) ^(Jf^ ^A is a finite torsion module over A (Theorem 3.6).
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Furthermore, iffe^2, (0.6) 4(Jf)=^(Jr)/P^(Jf) is isomorphically embedded into ^(Qp) (Corollary 3.7).
For simplicity, we now assume that Jf is reduced to J^f. Then (0.6) shows that there is a unique ordinary form fj, in ^ for each k ^ 2, on which ^(Jf) acts non-trivially. Then if fe^2, we have an exact sequence: ( 0.7) 0 -. C(./fe) -. ^(Jr)/P^(Jf) ^ ^T/Pfe /r -^ 0 (Corollary 3.8),
and we know that ^(JQ^O if and only if C(fk)^0 for at least one k^2 (this condition is also equivalent to knowing that C(/fc)^0 for all fe^2). Since \^\<co and ^ is independent of k, ^(Jf) may be said to interpolate all the modules C(fk) (as in (0.1)) for the system { fk} of /^-ordinary forms belonging to jf. The pseudo-null module Jî s expected to vanish, and some sufficient (not too restrictive) conditions for ^=0 will be given in Proposition 3.9.
In this paper, we shall deal with only the algebraic aspect of the theory of the Iwasawa modules ^(Jf), but as seen in [7, Th. 6 .1, Cor. 6.3] and [8, § § 6, 7 ] , the number of elements of C(fk) can be expressed by the rational part of the special value at s = k of a certain zeta function L(5, fk) of fk. Thus the characteristic power series of ^(Jf) may be conjectured to interpolate the values L(fe, fk) radically (Conjecture 3.10). An affirmative but partial solution of this conjecture will be given in our subsequent paper [11] . Besides this, another proof of the above facts (0.2-7) by using cohomology groups as in [8, § 3 ] will be given in [11] .
The precise statement of our results valid for any level and over any ground ring will be given in § 3. The proof of (0.2) heavily relies on the theory ofjp-adic modular functions \ of Katz [18] and the duality between /?-adic modular forms and their Hecke algebras. An exposition of Katz's theory is given in § 1 and a duality theorem is proved in § 2. \ Another key point is a result ofJochnowitz [13 ] which guarantees the finiteness of ordinary \ forms modulo p. This together with a proof of finiteness of ^ over A will be given in § 4. Main theorems will be proved in the following sections § § 5 and 6. In § 7, we discuss the Hecke algebras obtained from theta series of imaginary quadratic fields and Eisenstein series. They provide ample examples of irreducible components Jf and Iwasawa modules ^(Jf). Some other examples, together with a detailed exposition on the relation between congruences and the module ^(Jf), are discussed in [31] .
Notation. -The group GL^(R) of real matrices with positive determinant can be considered as the holomorphic transformation group of the upper half complex plane §== { zeC | Im (z)>0}. For any function /(z) on $ and y= I )eGL^(R) and feeZ, we can define another function / l^y by Hereafter, we always write the Fourier expansion of / as in (0.8). For any subgroup A of SL2(Z) containing F(N) for some N, the space ^(A) of modular forms on A consists of holomorphic functions / on $ with the properties:
(0.9 a) /lt5=/ for all SeA;
(0.9 b) a(-/ka)=0 for all n<0 and any aeSI^Z).
For any character ^ of A of finite order, we put Especially, any Dirichlet character \|/ modulo N induces a character of ro(N) (which is again denoted by <)/) througĥ Let A denote either of the ring K or 0^. Now we take the limit: . This simplification for the symbols also applies to the space of cusp forms.
Here we summarize some results of Katz in a manner suited for our later application. Firstly, we give another definition of the space of modular forms as a solution of certain moduli problems. The details are found in [18, Chap. II] . Let ^ be the finite flat group scheme over Z realized as the kernel of the multiplication by N on the multiplicative group G^. For each commutative ring A with identity, we consider triples (E, co, Q/A consisting of the following three objects: (i) E is an elliptic curve (i. e., an abelian scheme of dimension ^1) over A, (ii) co is a nowhere vanishing invariant differential on E rational over A, and (iii) i is an inclusion over A of HN into the schematic kernel E [N] in E of the multiplication by N. As an example of such triples, we may offer the Tate curve Tate (q) over the ring Z((q)) of formal Laurent series (cf. [3, VII ] ). If we regard Tate (q) as a quotient of Gw/z((g)) by the subgroup generated by q, the canonical level N structurê can : ^N ^ Tate (q) [N] is induced by the natural inclusion ^ into G^. If one identifies Gŵ ith Spec (Z [x, x~1 ]), then the invariant differential dx/x induces a canonical differential ©can on E-Thus we have the triple (Tate (q\ (o^an, ^'can) defined over Z((^)). The space of modular forms on Fi(N) over A in this context consists of functions / which assigns the value /(E, co, QeA' to any triple (E, co, i) over any over-ring A' of A and which satisfies the following conditions:
/(E, co, i) depends only on the A'-isomorphism class of (E, co, f);
The function / is compatible with the base change;
The space of these functions is denoted by Rfc (Fi(N) ;A). This type of assertion will be called the ^-expansion principle. We mainly deal with the level N structure ; : ^ <^ E [N] in this paper, but to prove one of key lemmas for our later use, we need some other types of level N structure, which concerns the principal congruence subgroup F(N): Let (Z/NZ)/A denote the constant group scheme of order N over A and define a standard pairing < , > : ^ x Z/NZ -> ^ by < ((;, m), (^, n) > = ^A^". Then we consider the following two other types of level N structure: For the very existence of the structure a as above, N must be invertible in A. We will use the symbols a, P and i exclusively to indicate which type of level N structure we are dealing with. Similarly to Rfc(r\(N); A), we define the space of modular form s R^(F(N); A) (resp. ^(r(N); A)) which classifies triples (E, co, P) (resp. (E, co, a)). Assume that N~ ^A, and we consider naive level N structures (E, co, a) over A. Let e^ be the Weil pairing on E[N]. We define a primitive N-th root of unity det(a) by det(a)=^(a(l,0),a(0,l)). Now we shall review the 7?-adic theory. Main source of the results is [18, Chap. V] and [16, 17] . We mean by a j?-adic ring A an algebra which coincides naturally with the projecture limit lim A//?"A. Thus it is radically complete, but for example, thê~n/ ?-adic field Qp is not an object of the category of^-adic rings. Let E be an elliptic curve over a ^-adic ring A. By a trivialization ^ on E, we mean an isomorphism <| ) : E ^ Gb etween the formal completion E of E along the origin and the formal multiplicative group G^. Write N=N0^'" with (No,/?)= 1. We consider triples (E, (j), f), (E, ((), P) and (E, ()), a) over /?-adic rings and we impose the following additional compatibility condition between <^> and the level N structures:
The composition: [ipr <4 E^ G^ is a natural inclusion.
As for the naive r(N)-structure a, one can discuss it only when N is invertible in A (therefore, necessarily, p is prime to N), and thus no additional compatibility condition is necessary. We denote by V(N; A) (resp. V(F(N); A) and ^(F(No); A)) the space of functions which assign an element of A' to each A'-isomorphism class of a compatible triple (E, ([), i) (resp. (E, ()), P) and (E, ((), a) for a naive r(No)-structure a) over any /7-adic A-algebra A' and which are compatible with any base change in the category of/?-adic A-algebras. Then, in the same fashion as in (1.4^,b), one has an isomorphism Similarly, we have a continuous embedding
To state one of the results of Katz which will be used repeatedly, we introduce some notation. Let Ep-1 be an Eisenstein series in Mp-i(SL2(Z); Zp) given by the ^-expansion:
i-^Ed^),. F (^ the construction given in [16] 
Then we have
Proof. Then the first assertion for N=No follows from (*). The assertion for general N follows from (1.9b). Now we shall prove the second assertion. By Theorem 1.1, we have that
By ( Obviously, the formation of ^ is compatible with the projective limit (1.14); therefore, we can define an idempotent ^eJ^(N;^K) by Since for any ceK, we know (h,c)^=0 for all heJ^\1^,K), the pairing (2.1) induces a pairing on ^(N; A) x ^(N; A) with values in A. We see easily that
We will identify the both sides of (2.2fc). Let us define an auxiliary Hecke algebra Jf^N; A) for A= (9^ or K andy> i>0 by the A-subalgebra of EndA (^'(N; A)) generated by T(Q and T(?, 1) for all primes I, wherê Proof. -We only discuss the duality between ^f{(N; A) and ^(N; A), since the case of cusp forms is similar and much easier to prove. For simplicity, for a fixed j, we write J'f(A) and ^(A) for ^fi(N;A) and ^(N;A), respectively. First we consider the case A=K. Since these spaces are finite dimensional over K, we are going to prove only the non-degeneracy of the pairing (2. More generally, we put, for any finite extension K of Qp,
We equip these Jf(N; ^-modules with the discrete topology. Then we can naturally define a pairing The existence of the isomorphisms a and P follows from Proposition 2.1 and shows the existence of the isomorphism y. Note that Honiz,, (^f< Tp)= Horn (^f< Tp). Then we know that ^3 is the Pontrjagin dual space of ^(N; Tp). Then the assertion is obvious from (2.3) and (2.4fc). The assertion for cusp forms can be also proved in the same manner as above. From the definition (2.6 a, b\ we see easily that This follows easily from (2.7) and Theorem 2.2. These results imply that (2.9) the modules ^(N; Tp) ana ^o(N; Tp) (resp. ^(N; Tp) ana ^o(N; Tp)) are equipped with a continuous action of the compact ring ^f(N; Zp) (resp. ^(N; Zp)).
Note that the definition of the action of ^f(N; Zp) on ^(N; Zp) as in § 1 only guarantees its continuity under the/?-adic topology, which is much stronger than the topology defined by the projective limit. § 3.
Statement of Main Results
We begin by explaining how to consider the space of^-adic modular forms and their Hecke algebras as modules over the Iwasawa algebra. Put Naturally, we can define the ordinary part of these spaces and they will be denoted bŷ°( 0,03°-'; A) and ^{Y^p\ a; A), etc. Let us now explain the relation between Theorem 3.1 and congruences mod? among ordinary forms. By Theorem 3.1, the Hecke algebra ^o(N,a;^) is a direct sum of local rings. Each local ring is free over AK. Take one of local rings of ^o(N, a; ^) and denote it by R. Then, for each weight k^j(a\ the residue ring R^R/P^R is local and is a direct summand of the Hecke algebra W^p); ^). Now we fix one weight k^j(a). Let 1^ be the idempotent of Wi(No/?); ^) corresponding to R^, and let S be the semi-simplification ofR^^K (i. e. the quotient ofR^K by its nilradical). Then, the arguments in [29, p. 82] Thus M must be finite over K, and its degree over K divides that of Jf over J^K-When the algebraic closure ofQp in Jf coincides with K, we say that Jf is defined over K.
THEOREM 3.5. -For any finite extension M/K, ^e have that ^(N; K)®KM^^(N ; M) and ^(N; K) ®K:M ^ ^(N; M). If Jf is a primitive component of ^(N; K) (resp. ^(N; K)) defined over K, then ^^=^®Y^ is afield and can be regarded uniquely as a primitive component of ^(N; M) (resp. ^(N; M)).
Proof. =n^p, p where P runs over all prime ideals of AK of height 1 (i. e. prime divisors) and ^p denotes the localization of °£ at P. We call 3C the free closure of ^, because it is the smallest free module in V containing 3E. In fact, it is known that °JE\°K has only finitely many elements; namely, it is pseudo-null [1, III. We shall now apply this formation of free closures to our algebras Sl and ^. Let Jf be a primitive component of J?(N; K) (resp. ^(N; K)). Since Jf is by definition a direct summand of ^ (resp. <^\ we can decompose ^=Jf©j^ (resp. ^=Jf©^) as an algebra direct sum. We write simply ^f (resp. £) for J^o(N; ^) (resp. ^o(N; (9y^\ and we denote by ^f(Jf) and JT(^) (resp. ^(Jf) and ^)) the projected images of ^ (resp. A) in Jf and ^ (resp. Jf and ^). Put Jf' = ^(Jf) C ^(^), ^' = ^(Jf) © ^) and denote by â nd ^ the free closures of J'f' and ^', respectively. Let Jf be a local ring of ^, and ^f(Jf) be thejmage of ^ in Jf. Then, we have a natural projection map of J^ into the free closure Jf(;f) of J^(Jf). By tensoring AK/P^AK to this morphism, we have a natural morphism of ^(^i^op); ^ic) into Jf(JT)/PfcJf(;r) by Corollary 3.2. We write Xfc for this morphism at each meight k. On the other hand, to give an ^-algebra homomorphism X, of -^(F^No/?); ^) into Q is equivalent to giving a normalized eigenform / in ^(^i^op)) such that f|T(n)=)i(T(n))/ for all n>0 (c/ §2). If JT is cuspidal, one also has an algebra direct sum decomposition:
DEFINITION. -Let f be a normalized eigenform in ^^i^op}) ^d let ^ be the (9^-algebra homomorphism of ^(F^No/?); (9^ into Q corresponding to /. Then, we say that f (and ^) belongs to ^ if \ factors through \. Any ordinary form belongs by definition to some local ring of A By the theory of primitive forms, one can associate with any normalized eigenform in ^(ri(N)) a primitive form whose n-th coefficient gives that of the original eigenform if n is prime to the level
4°(ri(No^);K)=F,©B,.
Clearly, these decompositions are unique. Let jr(FJ and Jf(Ak) (resp. ^(F^) and ^(B^)) be the projections ofWi(No;?); ^) (resp. ^(Fi(No^); ^)) in F^ and A,, (resp. F^ and B^). Moreover, the module of congruences may be considered as an invariant which gives us a quantitative measure of congruences satisfied by the ordinary forms belonging to Jf. A remarkable fact is by Corollary 3.8 that the module C^JT) depends 7?-adic analytically on the weight fe. In fact, the Iwasawa module ^(Jf; K), whose annihilator is a principal ideal H(X)AK by Theorem 3.6, is pseudo-isomorphic to the quotient AK/H(X)AK. Then, Here are some remarks about this criterion, whose proof will be given in § 6. Firstly, the same criterion is also valid for ^(JT; K). Secondly, the first part of (ii) is equivalent to saying that ^/P^ is a Gorenstein ring [22, II. 15] , and the second part of (ii) Here we shall explain this relation only when otherwise, we have to consider the cohomology groups with coefficients in L^(C), which require further technical complexity (cf. [28, §4] ). We will discuss this in full generality in a subsequent paper [11 ] . By (3.13), we can extend scalar to R and know from a result of Shimura [29, Th. 8.4] This can be shown in a similar manner in [7, §6] , and the transcendental factor Uoo(/) can be also given by the period determinant of / as in [7, (6.17) Here are some remarks about this conjecture: Firstly, if the /?-part of the character of fî s non-trivial or No== 1, the conjecture is true for k==2. When N9= 1, this follows from [22, II. 15] , and the other case is a consequence of [9, (3.17) ]. Secondly, one can define a canonical transcendental factor Uoo(/) without the assumption (3.13) and show that (3.14) still holds. In this section, we firstly review a result of Jachnowitz [13] , and then, we shall prove the finiteness of J^o(N; (9^ over AK by using her result. As in § 1, we write ^(Fi(N); Fp) (resp.Wi(N);Fp)) for ^(Fi(N);Zp)(x)z^ (resp.^ (Fi(N) Thus, the assertion for ^fo(N,a;Zp) has already been proved for a^O. Now assume a=0. Then we have an exact sequence of discrete A-modules:
where ^(O)=^)(N(), 0; Tp). By duality, we obtain another exact sequence of compact A-modules:
where ^f(0)= ^fo(N, 0; Zp) and F acts trivially on Zp (^A/XA). We have already seen that M^^A' (r=r(0)), and (5.6) induces a surjection 0:M(0)/XM(0) (^Z^) -> Zp.
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By choosing a suitable basis ofM(0)/XM(0) (^Z^), we know that this morphism can be realized as
UJ 0>
'(Xi,. . .,^,) ^ ^i.
Write this choice of basis as e^ ..., ^,eM(0)/XM(0). Then we see <D(?i) = 1 and 0(^) = 0 for i> 1. Take a free basis e^ ..., e, ofM(O) so that e,=e, mod XM(0). In fact, if^i, . l ., e, satisfy the above congruence, A^i+ ... +A^ is dense and complete in M(0); hence, coincides with M(0). Thus { e^ ..., e,} must be a free basis of M(0). Then, 0 can be explicitly given by the commutative diagram:
This shows that ^o(N,0; Zp)= Ker^^A'-^XA^A'; hence, the assertion for J^o(N, a; Zp) has been proved.
The assertion for cusp forms can be proved in exactly the same fashion as in the case of modular forms. To see ^(a)=^(a), it is sufficient to know that rank (^(a))^ rank (^(a)), since both modules are ^-divisible. By (5.7 a), this follows from the inequality:
Now we are going to prove (5.7fc). We may assume fe^ a mod (p-1) as already mentioned and further assume k>j(a) as in the corollary. For any 0<^eZ with X^O mod (p-\\ put
where co is a character ofZp defined by co(x)= limx^ and B^, ; i is the generalized Ber-
noulli number for the character o)~\ It is known by Hecke [6] (see also [10, (6.5 b) 
0<?|No
As already seen, we know an inequality:
for all 0<^|No and k>2.
By Theorem 3.1, we know that Meantime, ^/P^ is a subalgebra of WP^)®^K integral over R(Ffe)©R(Bfc). Thus, we know from the assumption of normality the vanishing: J^/P^/T^O, which implies the expected vanishing ^=0 by Nakayama's lemma.
Next, we shall assume the existence of an isomorphism: 
Write M* for Hom^K (M, A^ for any AK-module M. Then, we have another exact sequence:
Since we have already identified ^* with ^ by a pairing < , >, we see that We consider M as a subfield of Q and let p be the prime factor associated with this embedding of M into Q (i. e., p=^3nM). Fix an integral ideal c of M outside p, and let I(pc) be the group of the fractional ideals of M prime to pc and P(pc) the subgroup of I(pc) consisting of all principal ideals (a) with a= 1 mod x pc, where " mod" pc " means the multiplicative congruence modulo pc. Fix a complete set S of representatives for H=I(pc)/P(pc) consisting of integral ideals. For aeS and O^veZ, put (according to Shimura [26, p. 203 We have a natural morphism of (Z/ It is well known {cf. [12, §5] ) that (7.6 a) C(F; Tp) is the Pontrjagin dual A-module of A, (7.6^) C(F ; K/6y ^ C(F ; K)/C(F ; ^).
The latter assertion is equivalent to the density of locally constant functions in C(F; K). We see easily as A-modules Let S(v, c) be the set of all characters satisfying the assumption of (7.8). Then, it is well known that 6(cp) is a normalized eigenform in .9^+i(ro(N), (p/) with Let P(W ; K) be the subspace of C(W; K) consisting of all polynomial functions on F. Since P(W;K) is dense in C(W;K) by Mahler's theorem already mentioned, we see from (7.5fc) that Comparing the definition of the action of F on ^(N; K/fi^) with that on C(W; K/^), we see (7 Ala) z9((|)|z)=9((t))|z.
We define a A-module Zp(r) by A/P,A for P,(X) = (X +1) -(1 +pY. Then, (7.12 a) shows that 9 gives a morphism of A-modules: When K=Qp, we see C(W;Tp)^E(oo) H for the Pontrjagin dual space E(oo) of A from (7.6^) and (7.11) . Note that (7.13) Z^^z^^^E^)
as ^-modules.
Since all 9((|)) for (|)eC(W; L) is a linear combination of 9()i) as in (7.9), 9(C(W; L/^J) is stable under the action of Jf(N; (9^) by (7.9). Furthermore, we see from (7.9) that (7.14^)
QW\T(p)=Hp)6(^ and |?i(p)|p=l.
In fact, for a generator a of p^ with a = 1 mod x c, we have Up^ = ^(p^) = a\ Since/?= pp and p = ^ n M, we see | a \p = 1. This shows (7.14 a) . Then, by [ Thus, if M^ is prime to p, then (1 -vhc(/^~1). Efc(X, v|/) I ^ is a ^-ordinary form for the idempotent ^ attached to T(^) [10, Lemma 4.2] . We write simply S^^f) for
